What is Truth to Socrates?

Stephen Ayers

I. What is truth?
In the Republic and Apology,Socrates makes various
statements about truth. Those in the Republicare summarized
in his Allegory of the Cave, where he states that human
understanding of the world can be systematically increased to a
finite limit.
In the knowable realm, the form of the good is the last thing
to be seen, and it is reached only with difficulty. Once one
has seen it, however, one must conclude that it is the cause of
all that is correct and beautiful in anything (RepublicVII,
5176).

In other words, there is an absolute truth in our universe, and
this absolute truth is knowable by humans. In fact, in book X
of the Republic, Socrates describes in detail the specific forms
that the truth will reveal to us. These are a kind of blueprint for
every object in the universe. In contrast to this, his statements
on truth in the Apologycan be summarized in the quote, "He,
0 people, is the wisest, who, like Socrates, knows that his
wisdom is in truth worth nothing (Apology 14)." This seems to
imply that there is no finite limit of human understanding (no
absolute truth), and that the level of human understanding
cannot be meaningfully increased.
Socrates was not in the habit of knowingly contradicting
himself. Rather than assuming that he did so here, we should
first explore all of the ways in which these two statements can
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be interpreted to reconcile this seeming inconsistency, and see
which, if any seem most plausible. The key to our
understanding is the way in which we interpret Socrates'
definition of truth in the Republic. Three popular definitions of
truth are as follows. 1) Correspondent truth: Statements are
true if they accurately describe observations from the physical
world. 2) Pragmatic truth: Statements are true if they are part
of a theory or paradigm that accurately describes and predicts
observations from the natural world. 3) Coherent truth:
Statements are true if they are logically consistent with a theory
of the universe that adheres to a priori truths as its baseline.
The purpose of this paper will be to examine each of
these interpretations of Socrates statements on truth and to
determine which of these is most plausible and which is the
most consistent with Socrates' stated philosophy. In the course
of this, we will find that the third view, Coherent truth, has the
most evidence. Since most Americans implicitly accept the
second definition, Pragmatic truth, this may make the Republic
difficult for American audiences to accept. The implications of
this interpretation are examined in the context of modern
American culture.

II. Correspondent Truth

The definition of Correspondent truth states that a
statement is true if and only if it accurately describes an
observation from the natural world. It is the most basic
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definition of truth. It relies on direct observation of the
physical world around us as the source for all truth. With this
definition, we will make our first attempt to clarify the
apparent discrepancy in Socrates' philosophy.
Socrates' Cave Allegory calls for radical change in
Athens' political system so that they may reach the truth.
Within this first interpretation, this change would produce a
philosopher class that would be better at making accurate
statements about the physical world. Hence, the philosopher
class would be especially good at observing and documenting
nature.
The statement from the Apologywould be interpreted
as Socrates' hyperbolae. The system advocated in the Republic
would so increase our ability to observe and document the
physical world that it would dwarf Athens' then current efforts
to do so. Under Athens' current system, they would have
known almost nothing about the physical world and it would
be only through Socrates system that they could really find the
«truth." The fundamental difference between Athens then
current system and that in Socrates' Republic would not lie in
the definition of truth that is investigated. Rather, the
methodology that would be used to investigate it would be so
different that it would alter the way in which knowledge was
acquired.
The main problem with this interpretation is that
Socrates' reasoning is usually so exact. Throughout the entire
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Republic, he builds a detailed political system. He even goes so
far as to describe which musical modes would be allowed under
this system (RepublicV. 399a). To leave out such a big detail
as this is somewhat out of character. In addition, a mere
increase in correspondent truth would not seem to move us
"out of the cave" in the terminology of Socrates. In fact, in this
same terminology, it would be a more accurate method for
observing "shadows on the wall." Socrates warns that the
education of true philosophers is not merely increasing the
amount of facts they know, "Education isn't what some people
declare it to be, namely, putting knowledge into souls that lack
it, like putting sight into blind eyes (RepublicVII. 518b)."
"Leaving the cave" seems like a strong metaphor for what is
essentially a more effective system for gathering data. Clearly
there needs to be a change in our perspective of the world. This
change needs to occur in the way in we interpret the data from
the world around us.

Ill. Pragmatic Truth

If we are to change the way in which we interpret the
observations we make about the world around us, the most
obvious choice for a system with which to do this is the
scientific method, or the more general method of pragmatic
truth. Under this definition, theories are not meant to
approach any absolute truth of the universe. It is widely known
that hypotheses in science are never proven to the point of
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infallibility. This is because for any given set of observations,
there is an infinite number of ways to explain it, a principle that
Pragmatists refer to as the underdetermination

of truth by

experience. In the words of pragmatist William James,
"Theories thus become instruments, not answers to enigmas, in
which we can rest. We don't lie back upon them, we move
forward, and, on occasion, make nature over by their aid CTames
214)."
Thomas S. Kuhn examines this process by which we
"make nature over" in his examination of the history of science.
In words similar to those ofJames, he states "Failure of existing
rules is the prelude to a search for new ones (Kuhn 68)." The
rules that make up scientific theories and pragmatist reality are
chosen based on their ability to I) describe all observations
already made on a certain aspect of the physical world, 2)
describe these observations in the simplest way possible, 3)
accurately predict future observations.

If we interpret the Allegory of the Cave using this
definition, Socrates' "true philosophers" become what we would
call scientists. These scientists would generate the theories that
explain observations of the physical world for the general
people. In this way, scientific theories would act in a similar
way to Socrates' myths. This wisdom would be, "worth
nothing" in the sense that it would not be absolute truth. In
this way, it would be consistent with the state in the Apology.
But it would allow us to know far more about the physical
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world, in that its expressed goal would be to explain the
greatest amount of current data and predict the greatest
amount of future data.
This type of system already exists to a certain extent in
America, although the scientists in America do not rule the
country as those philosopher kings would in the Republic.
However, America's large scientific community and the
importance of this community has created a widespread belief
in this type of truth in America. The constant appearance of
new studies and statistics has created a culture in America that
accepts truth as pragmatic. This would make this interpretation
of Socrates' Allegory the easiest for American audiences to
accept.
However, this interpretation seems to be inconsistent
with Socrates' other statements.

First, Socrates' entire

argument in the Republic is one that is directed against the
relative truth of Thrasymachus.

In Book I, Thrasymachus states

"I say that justice is nothing more than the advantage of the
stronger (I: 338c)." Under the Pragmatic interpretation, the
leaders of this society would not consciously determine what
theories were most supported; the ephemeral nature of these
theories seems somewhat similar to Thymacritus' definition.

In

addition to this, science openly denies the importance of
finding absolute truth. It does not search for the "blueprints of
reality" mentioned above. In the context of the Allegory of the
Cave, this system would not change our perspective. It would
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not alter what we are looking at, but merely our ability to see it,
and our ability to predict what we see in the future.
Since pragmatism is so influential in American culture,
it means that Americans have a difficult time considering
absolute definitions of truth. Compounding this is the way in
which pragmatic truth has saturated American culture without
much conscious acknowledgment.

Many Americans may not

even be aware that they are really pragmatists. Since so much
of the Republic is based on these notions, it may be difficult for
Americans to interpret the Republic itself. Nonetheless, if we
are to seriously consider what Socrates himself meant , we must
investigate this notion of absolute truth.

IV. Coherent Truth
What is necessary to lift us out of the cave in which
Socrates has placed us is a firm scaffold with a firm foundation.

In other words, Socrates' Republic would rely on a firm set of
truths and firm reasoning to build on this. The truths that we
have been describing so far have all originated in the physical
world. These observations change depending on arbitrary
conditions.

By Socrates terminology, they are the shadows on

the wall in front of us. What is needed is a higher standard of
truth, and one that never changes.
The only type of truth that fits this requirement is a

priori truth. These are truths that are true due to fundamental
principles of logic. Examples include simple mathematical
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statements such as: 2+3=5, logical statements such as "Bald
people have no hair." Also included would be Descartes'
statement "I think therefore I am." These are truths that are
thought not to be refutable. Since they cannot be proven
untrue, they are a fundamentally different type of truth than
mere observational truths. These truths would be built on using
reason. This reasoning would be used to construct an entire
body of knowledge from an original collection of a priori
statements.

In the Republic, Socrates describes an extensive
education in concepts of math, geometry of two and three
dimensional shapes, and astronomy. This is designed to allow
philosophers to see "the truth." We can take this as a reference
to the a priori truths contained in mathematical and
geometrical definitions. In addition to this, he prescribes an
extensive education in "dialectic" or logical reasoning. This
would allow students to reason from point to point, in the same
way as described above.
And so, interpreted this way, Socrates' allegory of the
cave describes a way in which we can acquire an understanding
of absolute truth through the use of rigorous training of a small
elite. This elite would then be the best group to rule our
society, because they would have the best understanding of the
truth.
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V. Conclusions

Socrates' Allegory is far displaced from our modern
notions of truth, and so it is useful to question how relevant it is
now. Modern American audiences may not accept Socrates'
form of reasoning and absolute truth. In fact, modern
interpretations of a priori truth could provide evidence against
the third interpretation.

Is Descartes' statement "I think

therefore I am» inherently true, or is it merely a limitation of
the human mind that it must believe in its own existence? Does
2 + 3 always equal 5, or only if we define it so?

Modern notions of truth may make the second
definition of truth more acceptable. Since Socrates' culture
never had exposure to pragmatic truth as it exists today, it is
hard to know exactly what he would have thought of our
modern society. However, if we take the Republic'smeaning in
a more general sense, we may interpret it as a general criticism
of the priorities of our political system, in the same way that it
criticized Athens' political system. That is, that our system
does not search for truth. Those who are in charge of our
society, the politicians, do not devote themselves to trying to
see the truth, and therefore, to practice what is good. Rather,
they attempt to satisfy the mundane appetites of our society.
The system that Socrates advocates is one in that
politicians would be specifically trained. Though it may run
contrary to our ideas of democracy, it may hold some promise.
Though corruption is a complicated matter that I don't claim
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to have any great understanding of, there seems to be a general
rule that those who engage in it do not want to work
particularly hard. For this reason, those professions requiring a
high degree of school and experience (such as neurosurgeon)
seem to have less corruption than those which are easier to enter
(such as blackjack dealer). Currently, politics is one of the few
fields in America that requires no qualifications, which, by my
own questionable reasoning, would make it attractive to the
corrupt. By this same logic, it seems it may produce less
corrupt politicians if we were to follow Socrates' advice and
make it more difficult to become a politician. If politicians
were required to have the same amount of training as doctors
are now, we might attract only those politicians who are truly
interested in guiding society because of their ideals, instead of
feeding their physical appetites. By licensing our politicians we
could reduce the amount of malpractice in government.
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